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THULE WINGBAR EVO

THULE NUMBER EAN CODE ALIAS NUMBER

711100 091021729810  711100 (Aluminium)

711120 091021421790  711120 (Black)

BAR LENGTH MAX LOAD
108 cm 100 kg

CARTON DIMS (LXWXH) CARTON WEIGHT
110,2x9,9x8,7 cm 2,7 kg

PALLET DIMS (LXWXH) PALLET WEIGHT PCS PER PALLET
120x80x117 cm 268,2 kg 96

Thule WingBar Evo 108
711100/711120
Premium aerodynamic load bars for an exceptionally quiet 
ride and easy installation of accessories. 2-pack.

1. Load bar for Thule Evo roof rack system, 108cm /43“

2. WindDi� user technology disturbs airfl ow to reduce 
noise and drag for improved fuel economy

3. TrailEdge design reduces aerodynamic drag by allowing 
clean air separation from bar

4. SmartSlides slidable length scale doubles as an under-
bar aerodynamic cover, providing quick, no-hassle rack 
installation

5. SwingBlade end cap pivots open to allow easy access to 
the T-track for easy installation of accessories

6. Upper T-track with QuickAccess interface allows smooth 
installation and removal of accessories 

7. Check the Thule Buyer’s Guide for your vehicle’s 
recommended bar length
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THULE WINGBAR EVO

THULE NUMBER EAN CODE ALIAS NUMBER

711200 091021837935  711200 (Aluminium)

711220 091021139176  711220 (Black)

BAR LENGTH MAX LOAD
118 cm 100 kg

CARTON DIMS (LXWXH) CARTON WEIGHT
119,8x9,9x8,7 cm 2,8 kg

PALLET DIMS (LXWXH) PALLET WEIGHT PCS PER PALLET
120x80x130 cm 277,8 kg 96

Thule WingBar Evo 118
711200/711220
Premium aerodynamic load bars for an exceptionally quiet 
ride and easy installation of accessories. 2-pack.

1. Load bar for Thule Evo roof rack system, 118cm /47“

2. WindDi� user technology disturbs airfl ow to reduce 
noise and drag for improved fuel economy

3. TrailEdge design reduces aerodynamic drag by allowing 
clean air separation from bar

4. SmartSlides slidable length scale doubles as an under-
bar aerodynamic cover, providing quick, no-hassle rack 
installation

5. SwingBlade end cap pivots open to allow easy access to 
the T-track for easy installation of accessories

6. Upper T-track with QuickAccess interface allows smooth 
installation and removal of accessories 

7. Check the Thule Buyer’s Guide for your vehicle’s 
recommended bar length
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THULE WINGBAR EVO

THULE NUMBER EAN CODE ALIAS NUMBER

711300 091021660298  711300 (Aluminium)

711320 091021298293  711320 (Black)

BAR LENGTH MAX LOAD
127 cm 100 kg

CARTON DIMS (LXWXH) CARTON WEIGHT
129,2x9,9x8,7 cm 2,9 kg

PALLET DIMS (LXWXH) PALLET WEIGHT PCS PER PALLET
133x80x130 cm 288,4 kg 96

Thule WingBar Evo 127
711300/711320
Premium aerodynamic load bars for an exceptionally quiet 
ride and easy installation of accessories. 2-pack.

1. Load bar for Thule Evo roof rack system, 127cm

2. WindDi� user technology disturbs airfl ow to reduce 
noise and drag for improved fuel economy

3. TrailEdge design reduces aerodynamic drag by allowing 
clean air separation from bar

4. SmartSlides slidable length scale doubles as an under-
bar aerodynamic cover, providing quick, no-hassle rack 
installation

5. SwingBlade end cap pivots open to allow easy access to 
the T-track for easy installation of accessories

6. Upper T-track with QuickAccess interface allows smooth 
installation and removal of accessories 

7. Check the Thule Buyer’s Guide for your vehicle’s 
recommended bar length
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THULE WINGBAR EVO

THULE NUMBER EAN CODE ALIAS NUMBER

711400 091021687004  711400 (Aluminium)

711420 091021365186  711420 (Black)

BAR LENGTH MAX LOAD
135 cm 100 kg

CARTON DIMS (LXWXH) CARTON WEIGHT
137,2x9,9x8,7cm 3 kg

PALLET DIMS (LXWXH) PALLET WEIGHT PCS PER PALLET
152x80x130 cm 299 kg 96

Thule WingBar Evo 135
711400/711420
Premium aerodynamic load bars for an exceptionally quiet 
ride and easy installation of accessories. 2-pack.

1. Load bar for Thule Evo roof rack system, 135cm /53“

2. WindDi� user technology disturbs airfl ow to reduce 
noise and drag for improved fuel economy

3. TrailEdge design reduces aerodynamic drag by allowing 
clean air separation from bar

4. SmartSlides slidable length scale doubles as an under-
bar aerodynamic cover, providing quick, no-hassle rack 
installation

5. SwingBlade end cap pivots open to allow easy access to 
the T-track for easy installation of accessories

6. Upper T-track with QuickAccess interface allows smooth 
installation and removal of accessories 

7. Check the Thule Buyer’s Guide for your vehicle’s 
recommended bar length
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THULE WINGBAR EVO

THULE NUMBER EAN CODE ALIAS NUMBER

711500 091021624559  711500 (Aluminium)

711520 091021999336  711520 (Black)

BAR LENGTH MAX LOAD
150 cm 100 kg

CARTON DIMS (LXWXH) CARTON WEIGHT
151,8x9,9x8,7 cm 3,2 kg

PALLET DIMS (LXWXH) PALLET WEIGHT PCS PER PALLET
152x80x130 cm 318,2 kg 96

Thule WingBar Evo 150
711500/711520
Premium aerodynamic load bars for an exceptionally quiet 
ride and easy installation of accessories. 2-pack.

1. Load bar for Thule Evo roof rack system, 150cm /60“

2. WindDi� user technology disturbs airfl ow to reduce 
noise and drag for improved fuel economy

3. TrailEdge design reduces aerodynamic drag by allowing 
clean air separation from bar

4. SmartSlides slidable length scale doubles as an under-
bar aerodynamic cover, providing quick, no-hassle rack 
installation

5. SwingBlade end cap pivots open to allow easy access to 
the T-track for easy installation of accessories

6. Upper T-track with QuickAccess interface allows smooth 
installation and removal of accessories 

7. Check the Thule Buyer’s Guide for your vehicle’s 
recommended bar length


